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Jane Williams When you sign up for Tumblr, your chosen username becomes your Tumblr name and part of your blog URL. Over time, you can understand that this name no longer appeals to you, and would like to change it. You can change this name without losing your followers by going through the blog dashboard. Sign in to your Tumblr account. Open the blog dashboard that you want to edit by
clicking the blog title in the top menu. Click Blog Settings in the sidebar on the right. Scroll down until you find the URL option. In this field, enter a new Tumblr name. Scroll down the page and click Save. This will change your blog name to a new one. If your old Tumblr name and URL are posted to another website, new visitors won't find your new blog by clicking on this link. Working around this by creating
a new secondary blog with your old Tumblr name and using a moved blog theme to point new visitors to your new blog. Birthday cakes are holiday cakes that tell the world: it's your day. Serving a birthday cake, especially for children, is a tradition that reportedly returns to the Middle Ages. Even today, no one says it's your birthday as a cake. While a classic sheet of pan or layer of birthday cakes may have a
birthday message and candles, it's not the only way to go. A birthday cake should surprise and delight the recipient that it can be something playful and fun, such as a caterpillar cake or a gorgeous piñata cake, or just a good old-fashioned chocolate cake. If your favorite pie is a cheesecake or pineapple upside down pie, all the hand have that. If you are looking easy to make cakes, ice cream cakes and ice
cream cakes do not require baking, but really surprise. Among other unbaked options are stacked crepe cakes and cake made from ice cream sandwiches. Here we have collected 15 of the best and most beautiful birthday cake ideas so that you can pamper yourself with a friend or loved one (or just yourself) with a fantastic sweet treat. Credit: Turcotte911 These adorable cupcakes are decorated to look
like frogs thanks to marshmallows, chocolate chips and some raw sugar and green food coloring. Using a cake mixture and packaged refrigeration, this idea of a birthday cake is extremely easy. Reviewer Cookies recommend using various gummy sweets to make frogs different expressions. Advertising Advertising Credit: Jessica This recipe is so good that more than 2,500 reviewers give her five stars. You
will need a large amount of butter frosted to cover all four layers made of two layers of splitting in half. You can decorate the finished cake with chocolate curls made from vegetable peel and a slightly softened chocolate bar. Credit: Doughgirl8 This cake is from many crepes stacked on top of each other with a thin filler between each layer. Chef John was going for a lighter style, but says this technique really
shines if you use more traditional cake filling than buttercream. When you chill, you get another colourfully defined definition Advertising credit: Allrecipes Magazine This fun cake is made in a bundt pan. The cake is cut in half to form an S-shape. Recipe developer Heather Walker recommends that children help decorate it using licorice beat antennae, and gumdrops. It also says that you can use a mixture of
any flavored cake or any recipe for bundt cake. Credit: waimea16 Everyone gets their own personalized pineapple upside down cake with these craft cupcakes. Recipe reviewer Catlover 1952 recommends using pineapple juice instead of water pie in the mixture and using pineapple trifles and flowers for a firmer texture instead of crushed pineapple. Advertising Advertising Credit: Esther Banana Cream Pie
meets cheesecake in this lush recipe. Be sure to plan in advance; although the cake does not last long, it bakes for 45 minutes, rests for an hour and then must cool to room temperature, and finally cool until cooled, at least 3 hours or overnight. Credit: Kim If strawberries and chocolate are attractive, you'll enjoy this layered short. For best results, use the freshest strawberries and homemade whipped
cream. Recipe reviewer Pamela Ziegler Lutz says it's easy to do and adds a teaspoon of almond extract to the dough to improve other flavors. This bright colorful cake is made from one dough, but each of the four layers gets a different shade only due to the staining of a few drops of gel food. Colorful sprinkles and candy make this cake as interesting as a real piñata. Advertising Credit: Chef Mo Nothing
can be nicer than these cupcakes that look like ice cream cones. You will need flat-bottomed cones and be sure to quickly fill the cones before baking so that the dough does not melt the cones. Decorate each one differently or make it a project for children. Credit: Yoly Next Cake, which combines many favorite flavors, thin chocolate chips cookies layered rich and creamy combination of heavy cream,
mascarpone cheese, sugar, espresso, and vanilla extract. Chilled biscuits and cream melted together to miraculously form a cake. Credit: yadr This light ice cream cake is made from chocolate plates crust and filled with saucy cranberries, vanilla ice cream and lots of whipped cream on top. Although it's not difficult to do, it's a little time to chill, so plan on how to do it the day before serving. Advertising
credit: Angela Thompson's next ice box-style cake, this one is made from graham cracker layers, vanilla pudding, whipped fillings and cocoa. Recipe reviewer Crystal made pudding using half and a half instead of milk for an even richer and creamy filler. Credit: Katherine Martinelli When Cake Is Not Pie? When this watermelon is decorated to look like a cake! Watermelon slices get a full birthday cake
treatment with a sprinkle of melted chocolate and colorful candy. Before decorating, be sure to watermelon cut into pie-shaped wedges for easy serving. Credit: Tricia Donut holes are cakes in Inventive cake pops up. The work is decorating. You will need to find lollipop sticks, then use a colored candy coating to melt and sprinkle so that the cake appears in the edible artwork. In advertising, I draw attention
to food trends because I write about food, but they do not affect my food choices. Some trends are not surprising, like bacon fanaticism over the last few years. Some are incredibly surprising as to the growing trend in the US to eat guinea pigs. Today I read that birthday cake is the biggest trend in food flavoring at the moment, and I'm confused. What is the taste of a birthday cake? The taste pops up in
yogurt, popcorn, candy, iced tea and will soon be released by M&amp;M; Taste. There is even a birthday cake flavored vodka. (Can we stop using vodka, please?) But who decided what the taste of the birthday cake is so that it can be added to all these non-cake items? Lateral taste? It's pretty clear what it is, but a birthday cake? My birthday cakes growing up have always been chocolate – Dunkin' Hines
Devil's Food has to be accurate. My children's cakes are also chocolate, but I take them from scratch. Two of my best friends from my childhood who had birthdays just days apart have always been an Italian Rum Cake as their birthday cake when we celebrate. I quickly surveyed Facebook and asked my friends what the taste of the birthday cake is for them. Here are some answers. Strawberry
shortcakeMint chocolate chip ice cream cake,Chocolate on chocolate with puddin in the mixChocolateYellow cake with vanilla icingAngellow food cake, with fruit &amp; real whipped cream on sideChocolate cake with chocolate icingChocolate cake with butter cream icingYellow cake with whipped cream bypassiceIce Cream Cake... Carvel knownYellow cake with chocolate icingCherry chip cake with cherry
icingChocolate/chocolateDevils food chocolate freezing What I see here is a vanilla-flavored cake trend rather than a birthday cake flavored trend. The taste of the birthday cake, I think, is what your favorite birthday cake is, not what someone says. Now that I'm thinking about what will be the ultimate authority, what a birthday cake tastes like, I'll leave you two other burning questions. What is the difference
between icing and cold? Is there a difference? Do those heavy crunchy things sprinkle, jimmies or funfetti? Birthday Cake Biscuits Makes 10 Biscuit Cakes Ingredients 1 pack (18 ounces) frozen sugar biscuit dough 1 dish (16 ounces) ready white matte food coloring (optional) Colored sprinkles or decoctors 10 small birthday candles Preparation Preheat the oven to 350°F. Lightly lubricate the cups of 10
mini (1-3/4 inch) cups and 10 standard cups of cupcake pans (2-1/2 inches). Form one third of the dough into 10 (1 inch) balls; Press on the bottoms and up to the sides of the prepared cups of muffins. Form the remaining two-thirds of the dough into 10 level balls; Click on the bottoms and upside sides of the prepared standard cupcakes cups. Bake mini cookies from 8 to 9 9 or until the edges are light
brown. Bake the usual biscuits for 10 to 11 minutes or until the edges are light brown. Cool for 5 minutes in pans on wire shelves. Remove cookies into wire racks; cool completely. Add food coloring, if desired, to freezing; mix well. Spread frosts at the top and sides of each cookie. Place 1 mini cookie on 1 normal cookie. Decorate with sprinklers. Press 1 candle into the center of each cookie. See more
recipes for advertising other special occasions
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